
Business and Corporations Law

  ❑ Introduction to Contracts

    ․ Contract : A legally binding agreement between two or more people able to be enforced
        - NOT ALL promises can be a contract, requires legal binding

        - Enforcement of contracts will require a 1) Valid Contract 2) Terms identified 3) Connection of breach/damage

    ․ 3 Elements of Contracts : 1) Intentions to Legal Relationship 2) Agreement 3) Consideration
        

        1) Intentions to Legal Relationship : ‘Do they wish an entry into legal bindings?’

          - The contract must consist of the intentions from the both parties to enter a legal relationship(=binding)

          - Presumptions → Domestic Relationships are against the intention / Commercial situation are in favour

          - However, each of these presumptions are rebuttable (Todd v Nicol → involves substantial outcomes!)

        2a) Offer

          - ‘Meeting of the minds’ → A concluded agreement between the parties MUST involve offer & Acceptance

          - Offers can be revoked prior to acceptance, can lapse if not accepted within designated time

          - Can exist both as a written form(including SMS, email) and/or oral

          - Counter offer = Rejecting the offer

          - NOT offers → Mere ‘puffs’ and extreme advertisements (However, Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball)

          - ‘Invitation to Treat’ → A request to make an offer is NOT an offer (Pharmaceutical Society v Boots Cash)

        2b) Acceptance

          - Acceptance must be in reliance to the offer to create an Agreement (R v Clarke – Acceptance didn’t exist)

          - Acceptance generally must be communicated, while silence is not considered as sufficient

          - Conduct is needed / Only the Offeree can accept

          - Unilateral Contracts → Performance is sufficient without communication of acceptance

        3) Consideration : Value that each party transfers for the benefits of the contract

          - The value element may be minimal (Chappell & Co. v Nestle Co. Ltd.)

          - Consideration must be present or future / Past Consideration or carrying out pre-existing duty is NOT

      

    ․ Terms : determining parties rights and obligations
        - Cannot be added to a contract after formation (Thornton v Shoe Lane)

        - Pre-contractual representation MAY NOT be a term – how close? how important in the context?

        - Terms can be written; oral; or a combination / express; implied; or a combination

        - ‘Exclusion Clause’ → Terms limiting the liability of a party in circumstances

    ․ Other aspects of an enforceable contract → Legal Capacity, Legal Purpose, Genuine Consent
        - Legal Capacity : The Party is capable/knowledgeable of effects of the contract, especially from mental incapacity

        - Legal Purpose : The Contract should have a lawful objective, not to commit an illegal action

        - Genuine Consent : Agreement must be genuine otherwise affect the validity of the contract as vitiating



    ․ Vitiating Elements : Mistake, Undue Influence, Duress, Unconscionability, Misrepresentation
        - Mistake : Parties entering into a contract under false assumption of facts

          = Common Mistake : Both parties errorneously assume the same – however WILL NOT void the contract

                              if one party acts in reliance on another party’s promise (McRae v Commonwealth)

          = Unilateral Mistake : One party is mistaken, while the other knows that but does nothing correct it

    ․ Summary of statutes / cases of insolvency & company restructuring
        - s 95A : ‘Definition of insolvency’ → A company (person) is insolvent when one is NOT solvent

        - Downey v Aira Pty. : A temporary lack of liquidity does NOT signify insolvency

       <Arrangements & Reconstructions>

        - s 411(4)(b) : ‘Court Approval’ → Court approval is required to initiate a scheme and a creditor meeting

        - s 411(10) : ‘ASIC lodgement’ → Court order approving the scheme must be lodged with ASIC

        - s 412 : ‘Explanatory Statement’ → Company must send statements and other relevant info to attendees

        <Voluntary Administration>

        - s 435A : ‘Aim of VA’ →  To give the company a chance of survival, or at least maximise the creditor claims

        - s 448B : A Voluntary Administrator must be a registered liquidator

        - s 532 : ‘VA Neutrality’ → A VA must be in an independent (neutral) relationship to the company;

          = Not owing more than $ 5,000

          = Not be an officer or an auditor of the company

        - s 437A : ‘Exercising functions’ → Can exercise all the functions that the company or any officer perform

        - s 437B : ‘Agency Relationship’ → Administrator is an appointed agent acting on behalf of the company

        - s 438A : ‘Powers of Investigation’ → Holds wide powers to assess and investigate the company

          ※ Limitations : Administrator cannot destroy / reduce / relieve property rights arose before entering VA

        - s 198C : ‘Written Consent’ → Directors may perform their functions only with the admin’s written consent

        - s 437D : ‘Void Transaction’ → Transactions entered by directors are void unless receiving written consents

        - s 437E : ‘Breach of limits’ → Directors breaching such limits are subjected to pay compensation

        - s 443A : Voluntary Administrators are personally liable for the debts incurred during voluntary administration

        - s 443B : Voluntary Administrators are personally liable for the lease payments unless given notice

        - s 443D : ‘Right of indemnity’ → VA’s can pay from company’s properties to settle such liabilities

        

        (3 Exceptions to Moratorium effects – Voluntary Administration)  



    ․ Voluntary Liquidation : As part of ‘business decisions’
        - Entity initiating systematic process to wind up without recoursing to the court; as a part of ‘free decisions’

        

        - Members’ voluntary winding up for a solvent company → This ain’t profitable enough!

           = Initiated from settling a special resolution (75%) from the shareholders to wind up the company

              s 494 : ‘Declaration of Solvency’ → Directors ensuring that the company will pay all debts

              s 495 : ‘Liquidator appointment’ → via ordinary resolution (50%) / Directors’ power cease immediately

        - Creditors’ voluntary winding up for a insolvent company → When declaration of solvency is unable / unwanted

          1) Company cannot meet its debts and insolvent / liquidator is appointed

              s 499 : ‘Liquidators’ → Appointed in the general meeting to discuss the wind up and distribution of assets

          2) The voluntary administrator (as in s 439A) assesses and decides with the creditors to wind up the company

    ․ Liquidators : ‘Where is my money, Kowalski?’
        - One type of external administrators to locate and take possessions of the company’s assets

        - Different from receivers that the salvaged assets are NOT directly sent to creditors; requires procedures

        - Distribution priorities → 1) Secured Creditors  2) Preferential Creditors  3) General Unsecured Creditors

        - s555 : ‘Pari Passu Rule’ → Equal and fair distribution of the property among the creditors proportionately

    ․ Liquidators : Power to recoup funds & Voidable transactions
        - Compensation can be claimed towards any director who has breached their fiduciary duties

        - Directors can be personally targeted when they’ve failed to prevent the insolvent trading (s588G)

        - Liquidator is able to recover assets by using the ‘voidable transactions’ provisions

        - Voidable transaction : Transaction entered into by a company in the period leading up to its winding up

          = Court can make orders → 1) Undo the transaction  2) Compensate equal amounts (s588FF)

        

    ․ Defences to voidable transactions
        - s 588FG : ‘Transactions NOT voidable’ → No order which materially prejudices will be made:

          (a) if the person has received NO BENEFIT from the transaction

          (b) if the person has received benefits → Was in good faith; No reasonable grounds to suspect the insolvency

    ․ Insolvent Trading : Directors owe the statutory duties to prevent the insolvent trading (s588G)
        - Proceedings can be brought by either the liquidator (s588M) / or by ASIC (s588G)

        - A director may become personally liable for debts incurred by failing to comply s588G → ‘Strict Liability’

          = Director suspects, or aware of the grounds for insolvency; or a reasonable person would suspect the grounds

    ․ Defences to Insolvent Trading
        - s588H : ‘Defences against reasonable grounds’ → Contravention of s588G can be defended when


